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BHFL cuts down the enormous effort of creating dashboards 
for respective business functions using Tableau.

CHALLENGE
To automate the HR monitoring processes 
consisting of Employee Head Count, Turnover 
numbers, open opportunities, L&D data.

SOLUTION
Developed a solution with combination of Tableau 
and Python Script to automate manual tasks and 
improve efficiency :
● Total man hours saved per annum: 840 (2 

resources x 5 hours x 7 days) 

● Consolidated 16 static reports into interactive 

visualizations

● Near Real time data now available to HR for 

quicker decision making. 

● Stakeholders empowered with ability to 

conduct individual analysis with role based 

access to underlying data.



Use case study – 1 (HR Dashboard) 

1.Challenge (Why is/are the Business Use case(s) that Tableau helped addressing)
A dashboard with basic hygiene data for the HR department, like head count, attrition numbers, open positions, 
L&D data etc. was sent to businesses by 10th of every month for them to be data ready at any point of time. This 
was prepared manually by the HR team and it involved 7-man days and a lot of redundant work. Also, from a Data 
governance concern, there were a lot of scattered excel sheets to work with. This resulted in extensive manual 
work in preparing analysis of data on monthly basis.

2.Implemented Solution and the resultant ROI (reduction in reports cycle time, man hours, increase in 
profitability, etc.)

We have implemented a hybrid solution for this issue. A combination of Tableau and Python Script to automate 
this manual task to reach minimal manual intervention. Data used was taken from multiple stakeholders and 
analyzed in excel sheets. These spreadsheets will be collated using the python script and loaded into dashboard 
tables, these tables will be used to generate detailed dashboards for 16 different business verticals.  
Now with the help of system-generated dashboards, the enormous effort of creating dashboards business-wise 
has been replaced by a logic-based approach and dashboards are now being created seamlessly, reducing manual 
time and efforts to the minimum and significantly improving accuracy.



BHFL uses Tableau to enable their Risk Management Team to 

monitor & reduce potential risks through streamlined data review 

CHALLENGE
Complexity in tracking loan cycle for various ‘Builder 
Group’ and their related metrics. Requiring a better 
monitoring system providing high visibility and 
insights to enhance the existing processes.

SOLUTION
Developed an integral system in Tableau for regular 
review of builder project/property/customers:
● Total man hours saved per annum: 1440 (2 

resources x 2 hours x 30 days)

● Consolidated static reports into interactive 

visulization/dashboard

● Risk department is now using nearly real-time 

data to perform the analysis and data validation

● Empowering stakeholders with options to self 

analyze from customized dashboards. 



Use case study - 2 (Builder Master Linking 
Dashboard)
1.Challenge (Why is/are the Business Use case(s) that Tableau helped addressing)
At BHFL, the current mortgage application has separate master user interfaces with developer information which 
is in the normalized form of Builder Group, Builder Company and Builder Project. Besides, there Is no direct link 
between all these objects at the backend. This makes it very difficult to trace a path between these objects and 
relevant information related to any builder and customers. 
2.Implemented Solution and the resultant ROI (reduction in reports cycle time, man hours, increase in 
profitability, etc.)
We have developed an integrated system in Tableau for regular review of builder project/property/customers.
This dynamic dashboard for the Risk team can be used to analyze the Developer data in 360 degrees and provide 
insights not only on the aggregate level but can be drilled down to granularity to validate the single relevant data 
point.
With this Dynamic dashboard, the Risk team can now be able to perform the data review for customer cases and 
can do the many risk management tasks which were very time-consuming earlier due to the unavailability of such 
a system. Besides, this dashboard contains readily available/downloadable data tables that can be used directly in 
the review reports.



BHFL uses Tableau to streamline their Operations by having a 
unified system with organization level escalation details enabling 
them to take necessary actions and improve the overall operational 
process & Efficiency.

CHALLENGE
Unable to identify and escalate key metrics for 
operational team leading to delayed action and 
larger turn around time.

SOLUTION
Developed a dynamic dashboard using the defined 
business logic and existing automated reports and 
escalation metrics for the Operations team:
● Total man hours saved per month: 180 (3 

resources x 2 hours x 30 days)

● Consolidated static reports into interactive 

visulization/dashboard

● Operations department is now using nearly 

real-time data to perform decision making 

actions based on the dynamic ruleset 

implemented in the dashboard.



Use case study – 3 (Controllership Dashboard) 

1.Challenge (Why is/are the Business Use case(s) that Tableau helped addressing)
BHFL Operations team is one of the busiest teams in the organization and performs multiple critical processes, ranging 
from disbursement to reconciliation. Due to huge operational criteria, Business Intelligence Unit has automated multiple 
operations manual reports to reduce and eliminate manual intervention. Besides, there was a requirement of a singular 
alert system that can be used to intimate all branches with the summary of all unresolved tasks to date and also display the 
Escalation matrix with Ageing. These dashboards will be presented to Supervisors and Officers based on the predefined 
rules and TAT. The dashboard will have color coding based on the Escalation matrix and can help the respective team to 
appropriate take actions at an essential pace. More than 70 metrics have been covered in this dashboard.

2.Implemented Solution and the resultant ROI (reduction in reports cycle time, man hours, increase in profitability, 
etc.)
We have developed an Escalation Metrics dynamic dashboard using a combination of DataMart objects and Tableau
Application which generates the completely automated escalation matrix based on month-wise data historical. This
dashboard has multiple parameters considered and business executives get categorized as per their performance in it. It
considers the count of parameters where errors have occurred and not the total error count with area level and drill down
for all supervisors. Besides, this dashboard contains readily available/downloadable data tables which can be used directly
in the other reports as-is, reducing manual activities and ultimately improving the performance of the team by minimizing
errors.


